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Carol Grant

Carol Grant

Laura-Thank you for removing me as a friend. That says mountains about how you feel. I can not
help you. I rather focus on those who want to be helped. My Dad, My Mom- they are my concern.
Your rants and threats are sometimes abusive to me and I never ever did anything but care about
you. I'm so sorry. I remember a Laura on the drive from Beatty to Vegas? Where is she now? I know
you won't believe me- but you are in my prayers. Carol

Aug 8, 2011, 11:57 PM

Laura Ann Tull

I find it interesting that JOHNNY Ponzio got cast by Disney in something after I was told I can not be
on their lots anymore. Also, I have a mole on my cheek that bleeds sometimes and then closes up. It
is a nice pink dot, but I know skin cancer. I had it on my leg in Dec. I want to that the petty
background from Carnivale for putting my life in danger. I was working to study editing not working to
be a web desinger and go do anyting out of the industry with my life. I was a better actor than any of
those prats, including Blake.

Aug 8, 2011, 8:35 PM

Laura Ann Tull

I unfriended you. I have this sense of integrity. I lost everything when I had the accident in 2008.
People thought I was still into Blake and I dated friends of a guy who is still friend's with me Kelly. I
just went to see a film he did at SAG. He taught me how to play poker, well he and the guys I was
dating. I had a life outside of sets. Maybe not what My father would approve of, but I don't do drugs
and Kelly would tell you he thought I should be married by now. No such luck.
I just finished shooting my first SAG project and it was my first audition SAG. I got it. My director is a
12 year old girl. IRony. I girl gave me my first SAG break, while Jeremy Gilbreathe who physically
assautled me is still working on sets including with actors from Eli STone. Ponzio was supposed to
help me with a PSA for cancer and never shows up. I show up to Gray;s to be told I can never be on
ABC lots again and this is 8 months after I am tripped and have my legs banged into the ground.
Nothing broken but I could not bend my legs for a week. Had to have 5 weeks of therapy. Can we
say fraud and JT was on sets when I was tripped. It was not an accident.

I do not even have a care anymore. had to sell it. By the way, i worked on a film that was directed by
a young man who as a kid stared in a film with Redford. I have two degrees of separation from the
man. But I have no transportation.

Shot the film in 3 days. No dropped frames and not more than 6 takes. OK I could do better but for
my frirst SAG film. Not bad.

Aug 8, 2011, 8:15 PM

Laura Ann Tull
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Why did you decide to friend me now?

Aug 4, 2011, 11:46 PM

Laura Ann Tull

And I had too many people play weird games with me like use up my phone minutes or say for me
to text me only for me to hear that they said I was costing them with text-ing before telling me it was
a problem. I had too much going on. I did not need for a bunch of surrogate mothers, guys who I
would never be interested, or some blonde girl on Eli Stone who was so obsessed with being a
principal that she felt the need to turn my happiness over being on a set I could actually respect (I
really did like the show) into some crazy witch hunt. I mean I worked on what ever show got me first,
including leaving the show for a week to work on Changeling. It was at the time for my age range the
easiest for me to work and it was 20 minutes from my house. No gas issues. Sue me for liking that
kind of situation. 

I wanted my goal of working on sets and building web sites back. I need to know that if I worked
hard I could be a working actress eventually. NOt have it completely taken away and be treated as
though I can go be a poet or singer and not act.

I have done a show case. I have an agent who will now probably drop me... thanks. And I keep
acting. I did a non-union film and I am supposed to go to the wrap party in a few weeks. I will not
give up and by treating me the way that I did, all I had was the only thing not making me feel like a
complete loser after losing my boobs taken away.

Take a damn hard look at me now... from a few weeks ago, and tell me that I have not been through
enough.

Oct 11, 2009, 7:38 PM

Carol Grant

Dear Laura,
No matter what I say, you are furious with me. I took you off my facebook because, in my opinion,
your posts are going to hurt your reputation. Other casting directors do in fact see my profile.
You said my removing you says a lot. Yes Laura- It says your acting wildly, your postings are
unhealthy and inappropriate. If you have a rape charge - take it to a lawful court. I'm hurt that you
lump me into some group that is going against you- Laura- No one has the time to have these
vendettas against talent- you are sadly mistaken. Again - I'm angry you think yourself above therapy.
I give up...

Oct 11, 2009, 7:29 PM

Laura Ann Tull

Dropping off of my facebook says allot. I should thank you. I went through your friend list and
blocked all the people who had ever hurt me or belittled me or made fun of me when I was sick.

Oct 11, 2009, 7:00 PM

Laura Ann Tull
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I need school or I have to start paying for law school, which maybe I should not tell you, but I am not
that much in debt compared to some. One commercial in this town would have saved me. But I don't
plan on paying that back by being a lawyer. Which is why I was fighting to do something on the side
in the industry and fighting hard. It is also why I would not date. I am not going to date someone with
debt nor will I date someone because if the debt. I had too much going on without others playing
GOD with me. I would rather end my life if I have to do what my father who hit me and left me once
in the dessert on my own alone would want me to do THIS IS MY LIFE.... Now I cared about Blake I
did. He was the first person in a long time to talk to me about acting and really connect with me. I
wanted to meet other people like him. I wanted to connect to others like him. I was hungry for it. One
of my friends from college is doing a professional play in Atlanta. ACTING IS AND ALWAYS WILL
BE MY FIRST LOVE.

Oct 11, 2009, 6:59 PM

Laura Ann Tull

I also told Blake I did not want to see him because it hurt so much, so while background are playing
these stupid games with me, I have my privacy and my life. So you don't know me and you don't
know what is going on with me, and you don;t have the right to tell me go to therapy... hello i tried a
suicide line once or twice and the practically told me to go kill myself too... no thank you. If you
wanted to be a friend, know this, I did not deserve to lose my job after being tripped on a set.

I was not after any guy on the Set of Eli stone, though I showed the PA an email picture Blake had
sent me to try to convince her I was not after Mr. Miller. After that is when they pulled me, so not
after I tell them I don;t want anyone there. Mr Miller had a girl already. I don't intentionally do that. I
know this all started because of the stupidity with blake. I ended a friendship with Melanie Uyvek
because she kept getting mad at me for her boyfriend being friendly to me so I walked away from
both of them. I DON"T DO THAT!!!!!! Jeff Olan told me that Blake was married and I got pissed at
him for suggesting I date some guy who was in his lobby. I am not a peace of meat. I also worked on
a film with Dave Lawrence who 6 months later ended up on Heroes with Blake. I told him I did not
want to hear what blake was doing, not because I don't care. He was very cool to me and I would
probaby not be alive right now if people like him had not touched my life, but I find it ironic that to
care about people when you don't want to follow them around or even be in their life, just have warm
fuzzy feelings for people is somehow a crime. AND GUESS WHAT I EVEN TOLD BLAKE I WAS
NOT INTERESTED AND IN LOVE WITH GEORGEL CLOONEY TO TRY TO STOP THIS
MADENSS IN CASE SOMEONE HAD POLLUTED HIM INTO THINKING I WAS AFTER HIM. I
INFORMED HIM WHAT IS GOING ON. If he has anything to do with any of this, knowing that I know
he is taken, I'd say I am not the crazy one. I think everyone else is. I just wanted the background on
Eli Stone to shut up. Marquessa kept acting like a jealous girlfriend to i don't know who, and I had
even said I was not coming back after first season. Hell she probably would have been made into a
star on that show if she had not messed with me cause I would have just started to build sites and
that would be it.

Oct 11, 2009, 6:54 PM

Laura Ann Tull

I got an e-mail from Blake in 2006 telling me he did like me but had a girlfriend. he wanted to keep in
touch, but I got angry and upset. I was not over losing my breasts. And i wanted him to be happy
and not have me in his life cause from my perspective I was not good enough. I just got dumped by
a guy who told me that he dumped me because my body was not appealing to him..... He told me he
lived on the west side, and I go there for school and have friends there, but this is my life and I am
doing what I love. the beach or school. I love my home in Hollywood, well I live with bugs, but I'd
rather have the bugs than My parents. So sorry. You were wrong. And maybe I needed to tell

Laura Ann Home
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people, rather than protect the morons in this town who thought pushing me around and in my eyes
be unprofessional and back biting was OK.

Oct 11, 2009, 6:43 PM

Laura Ann Tull

I had a life you did not even know i had, as you can tell by my facebook. Yet background acted like I
needed to get one. 

i don't need therapy. I need justice. I found out from the crew of eli stone that it was the other
background that cost me everything. YOu are not my mother. I hate my mother. I went to therapy
when i was still a lawyer, and all I found out was that i hate my father so much that if he died, I would
not care and that scared me. I have lost my mind. I have been isolated from the things that kept me
alive through my cancer and forced to do the thing that in therapy I found out would make me want
to end my life. I think about being a lawyer and that is how i feel, and the background on Eli Stone
knew exactly how I would feel and how I might react. 

I also don't believe in medication and therapy almost led me to suicide before. I needed to prove to
my father that I could make a living with the arts. I was studying two classes a semester in
entertainment technology and getting As. I started the summer I had cancer. I may not have talked
about it, but I did not trust other background, for obviously good reasons. What did you think was
going to happen to me. As smart as I am, some therapist was going to convince me after years of
getting to see my heroes act, and see good directing and good film making, that I'd be content to
swallow some pills, get a 9 to 5 and let some jerk screw me at night, make me fat a kid so I could
abuse same kid the way my parents did and lie to it and tell it that it could do what ever it wanted to
in life, and work to that goal and achieve it. 

Jeremy Gilbreathe tried to get me drunk one night and finger fucked me the year I had cancer. That
kind of ended our friendship, but while I was getting sick cause I have wheat issues and food issues
I did not know I had (including if I eat certain foods I smell bad= not a hygene problem) I would work
with him and he would do crazy things like hang in my private space when he was not even
supposed to be there. I threaten to file a restraining order on him, and then I get cut out of work. I
still have a copy of that email and at the time I emailed Blake Shields cause I thought if I cant' afford
a restraining order, maybe someone will scare him into leaving me alone. Told by this set and that
set never again, and mostly after I get tripped on a set. IF THIS HAD NOT HAPPENED AND
JEREMY HAD STAYED AWAY FROM ME- NO RESTRAINING ORDER AND EVENTUALLY THAT
WOULD HAVE DIED AWAY.

I need to be able to work to feed myself and to know that i did not spend all that time working toward
doing something in the industry for nothing. I don't need therapy. I am not crazy... well I was not. Not
obsessed with Blake Shields, contrary to bitch Janeta Houk who kept talking about it even after I
was over it and I was getting mad about it (ask Phillip Graham cause he is the one who told me that
she was doing that). I dated the friends of an actor on my facebook back around the time I beat
cancer, so I think I was getting over it. I'd be working and I'd get some crazy remark from one of her
friends. I was not in love with anyone on Eli Stone, but Marquessa and the rest kept inferring
otherwise. I was getting As in school, working my tush off, getting sick, and right before Christmas
they took everything from me. 

I don't need to put a statement out there... well guess we were right about Laura I mean not only
can't she be on sets anymore.... she is in therapy. NO THERAPIST is going to convince me to give
up acting. I AM SICK OF THIS. Of course that was the goal, make Laura look crazy so no one will
believe the truth. I CAN"T SURVIVE WITHOUT MONEY AND MY FATHER DOES WORK FOR THE
GOVERNMENT AND I DON"T WANT HIM IN MY LIFE OR TO GIVE HIM THE SATISFACTION
THAT I HAVE A JOB WHERE HE MIGHT BE ABLE TO LOCATE ME. THANKS. BUT NO THANKS.
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Let me guess. You want me to go to therapy to realize I will not be an actress and to give it up. NO
WAY. the year this happened I had an agent interested in me and I was in the Stand up to Cancer
campaign and if the damn background and others such as your self had believed in me instead of
calling me crazy when I was not getting nutrients into my body. I was getting sick from food. I would
never go home. I don't have one and I never will go live with my parents who think that acting is a
waste and when i would go home and tell them what I did here, I might as well have been talking to
a blank wall. I HAVE AN AGENT, OF COURSE NOW THAT I'VE TOLD YOU I WONDER IF
SOMEONE WILL TELL THEM TO DROP ME. They just moved into NBC's building. I actually
wanted to drop them cause I just wanted to go back to being on sets and to have some money
coming in with no stress so I could finish a script i had written that a director i know thought would
make a marektable film. 

Don't you get it. I've never had anyone tell me I can do what ever I want without conditions. I can do
what I want, as long as it is go to law school. I have post traumatic stress disorder and is triggered
by anything dealing with the real legal profession. In my head, I believe so strongly in my right to be
the person I truly am, that I would see it as a moral wrong to be forced to work in an office or go be a
lawyer. For the past few months I have been studying with a group in Hollywood and I earned my
place there by showing them I can act. I know allot of people are trying to do it. But having Jeff Olan
tell me that ABC has told him I can't be on any of their sets again, and then earlier this year I'm told
only Grey's and he inferred to me it was Mr Miller who did this. I am a very smart girl. I don't need a
therapist. I did not need to be intentionally tripped on a set by Eli Stone Crew or have my toe
crushed by people at a theater where someone I worked with on Eli Stone is a member. I did not
need a makeup artist from Eli Stone to show up the day before this all happened at Grey's Anatomy.
If I was distraught, I was in PAIN.

I have an IQ of 155 most therapists are not smart enough to deal with me. I'd actually rather spend
the rest of my life in an institution since my family thinks it is crazy to try to make a living off of
anything artistic and creative at all. I know photography and web stuff is in demand, yet it is a crazy
idea that I had. Yet to me they are obsessed with me being this perfect lawyer professional. And that
I am not. 

What am I supposed to do? I was screaming the truth. I did not have the money for an attorney and I
don't trust them. And what Attorney would take on ABC or the network. I am sorry, but I am not
wrong for fighting to be an actress or be on sets.

IF I HAD GONE TO A THERAPIST AND GIVEN THOSE WHO HURT ME THE RIGHT TO SAY
WHAT THEY DID WAS JUSTIFIED BECAUSE I DID NOT HAVE WHAT IT TOOK TO MAKE IT,
WELL THEN YOU WOULD HAVE NEVER SEEN ME AGAIN OR HEARD FROM ME CAUSE I
WOULD BE DEAD.

I HAD THE RIGHT NOT DATE ANYONE AND TO BE LEFT ALONE BY THE MEN ON SETS. I HAD
THE RIGHT TO KNOW WHY THIS HAPPENED, WHEN CASTING WOULD NOT GIVE ME
ANYTHING, BECAUSE THEY KNOW THEY HAD NOTHING ON ME. I WAS NOT AFTER ANYONE
BUT I HAD A PLAN AND IT WAS COMPLETELY DESTROYED AND WITHOUT SETS IN THE
FUTURE THERE IS NO PLAN. 

DO YOU REALLY CARE? YOU KNOW THAT JT WAS ON THAT SET WHEN I GOT TRIPPED,
AND IT WAS NOT AN ACCIDENT. THEY PAID FOR IT. BUT IT WAS NOT.

Oct 11, 2009, 6:33 PM

Carol Grant

Laura- I care enough about you to say STOP! Listen to yourself and the way you are sounding and
presenting yourself on Facebook.
Damnit girl - pull it together! I adore you- but if you use Facebook or other blogs as a way to vent
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your frustrations- People will think you crazy. I told you how I felt about a year ago- and I urged you
to get therapy. You were angry and said you didn't need it- (How is it that I'm in therapy- yet you
don't need it???!- Anyway) Listen - I care, I worry, and I'm angry at you for not listening to me.

Oct 11, 2009, 5:51 PM
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